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ABSTRACT 1 
The Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) relates space-mean density and flow. Since the 2 
MFD represents the area-wide network traffic performance, studies on perimeter control 3 
strategies and network-wide traffic state estimation utilising the MFD concept has been reported. 4 
Most previous works have utilised data from fixed sensors, such as inductive loops, to estimate 5 
the MFD, which can cause biased estimation in urban networks due to queue spillovers at 6 
intersections. To overcome the limitation, recent literature reports the use of trajectory data 7 
obtained from probe vehicles. However, these studies have been conducted using simulated 8 
datasets; limited works have discussed the limitations of real datasets and their impact on the 9 
variable estimation.  10 
This study compares two methods for estimating traffic state variables of signalised 11 
arterial sections: a method based on cumulative vehicle counts (CUPRITE), and one based on 12 
vehicles’ trajectory from taxi GPS log. The comparisons reveal some characteristics of taxi 13 
trajectory data available in Brisbane, Australia. The current trajectory data has limitations in 14 
quantity (i.e., the penetration rate), due to which the traffic state variables tend to be 15 
underestimated. Nevertheless, the trajectory-based method successfully captures the features of 16 
traffic states, which suggests that the trajectories from taxis can be a good estimator for the 17 
network-wide traffic states.  18 
 19 
 20 
  21 
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INTRODUCTION 1 
For decades, aggregate traffic behaviour in large urban areas has been observed and modelled 2 
based on the empirical observations (1-3) and the two-fluid model (4). Recently, Daganzo (5) 3 
reinitiated modelling network-wide traffic states to describe urban gridlock phenomena, which 4 
was later verified by Geroliminis and Daganzo (6) using loop detectors and probe vehicles’ data 5 
from downtown Yokohama, Japan. The relation, termed as “Network Fundamental Diagram” 6 
(NFD) or “Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram” (MFD), represents an area traffic states by 7 
defining the traffic throughput of an area at given density levels, and describes the dynamics of 8 
area-wide traffic conditions. In recent years, the properties of the MFD have been intensively 9 
investigated (7-16) for properly implementing the concept for traffic control strategies (17-25).  10 
Most previous works have relied on the measurements from fixed sensors, such as 11 
inductive loop detectors, from either simulated or real world networks. However, the variable 12 
estimation from these sensors is challenging in signalised urban networks. Unlike freeway 13 
networks, signalised arterials are characterised by stop-and-go behaviours, and the density from 14 
the point measurement cannot represent the traffic states of the whole section. The occupancy (or 15 
the density) from the stop line detectors is highly biased due to the stopping vehicles during red 16 
time phases, as reported in literatures (26; 27). In fact, Courbon and Leclercq (28) demonstrated 17 
that the shape of the MFD is highly influenced by the locations of detectors (in terms of the 18 
distance from the stop line) employed for density estimations.  19 
Alternatively, Tsubota, et al. (29) fused loop counts with probe samples (i.e., Bluetooth 20 
data) to estimate unbiased section density, based on CUPRITE model (30; 31). After validating 21 
the accuracy in a simulation (32), they applied the method to estimate the MFD from signalised 22 
urban network of Brisbane, Australia (33). However, the studied network is limited to the 23 
particular subset equipped with Bluetooth scanners; it only covered major arterials excluding 24 
minor roads and side streets.  25 
 With the growing availability of GPS data from mobile sensors, the use of their 26 
trajectories has become of interest for researchers to estimate network-wide traffic states and the 27 
MFD. Unlike the Bluetooth data, the GPS data from probes cover a wider range of the network 28 
including minor streets. Moreover, it can provide detailed trajectories of individual vehicles 29 
throughout a section. Therefore, if sufficient sample is available, vehicle trajectories can provide 30 
a more reliable estimator of the network traffic states as demonstrated in recent works(33-35). 31 
However, these evaluations are conducted in simulation environments, which lack many real-32 
world complexities. The investigation on the limitations of the currently available data (e.g., taxi 33 
GPS) is still missing, such as the impact of their actual penetration rate and spatial distribution to 34 
the variable estimation, which hinders the reliable introduction of the trajectory-based data to the 35 
real-world control strategies. 36 
 To address the issue, this study compares the MFDs from two different methods: the 37 
CUPRITE-based method that fuses loop counts with Bluetooth data (33), and the trajectory-38 
based method using taxi GPS log, available from a major corridor in Brisbane, Australia. Both 39 
methods estimate the MFD of the same corridor to discuss the limitations of the current taxi 40 
sample, and to identify the future research directions. 41 
 42 
  43 
 44 
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STUDY SITE AND DATA DESCRIPTIONS 1 
Study site – a major corridor 2 
Figure 1 shows a major corridor of Brisbane: Coronation Drive (inbound towards Central 3 
Business District (CBD)). Length of the section is 4.2 km, with three lanes in each direction. 4 
Bluetooth Media Access Control Scanners (BMS scanners) are located at major signalised 5 
intersections, highlighted with yellow ‘pins’ in Figure 1. Since this study focus on a corridor, not 6 
a network, the estimated diagrams will be Arterial Fundamental Diagram (AFD) or Arterial 7 
MFD. 8 
Stop Line Detector and Signal Phase Data 9 
The signal controls in Brisbane surface streets are equipped with Sydney Coordinated Adaptive 10 
Traffic System (SCATS). The signalised intersections are centrally controlled and the data from 11 
the controller is stored by Brisbane City Council. The detector counts and signal phases for this 12 
study are collected from the SCATS traffic reporter and history reader. The vehicle counts are 13 
measured at stop lines for each lane and aggregated every five minutes. 14 
Bluetooth Records as Probe Vehicle Samples 15 
BMS scanners (36) are increasingly used for travel time estimation and prediction (37), and are 16 
identified to be a good source of probe for CUPRITE. BMS scanners have been installed at 17 
major intersections by Brisbane City Council for traffic monitoring purposes. A BMS scanner 18 
has a particular range of communication termed as coverage area (e.g. 100 meter radius), within 19 
which it detects Bluetooth equipped electronic devices such as mobile phones, laptops and in-20 
build Bluetooth in cars, and records their Media Access Control (MAC) ID and corresponding 21 
timestamp. MAC ID is a unique anonymous identifier allocated to each device. By matching 22 
MAC IDs at two different locations, the travel time can be calculated as the difference of the 23 
timestamps. If vehicles with active Bluetooth device are recorded at two successive intersections, 24 
the difference of the upstream and downstream passing time gives the individual vehicles’ travel 25 
time. Interested readers should refer to Bhaskar and Chung (38) for details on the use of BMS 26 
scanners as complementary transport data. For CUPRITE application, we are only interested in 27 
the time when the probe is at upstream and downstream locations. Thus, the Bluetooth record is 28 
a good proxy for probe required by CUPRITE model. 29 
 Bluetooth data includes various transportation modes, such as pedestrians and bicycles 30 
(39). Although the sample size of such data is relatively small, this causes significant scatters in 31 
Bluetooth travel time profile. The Median Absolute Deviation technique is applied for removing 32 
outliers in travel time profile. The method defines Upper Bound and Lower Bound Values (UBV 33 
and LBV, respectively) from sample median and the median absolute deviation from the median 34 
(37). The samples larger than the UBV or smaller than LBV are considered as outliers.  35 
 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 (1)  
 𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 (2)  
Where 𝜎𝜎 is the standard deviation from the MAD, which is approximated as 𝜎𝜎 = 1.4826 ×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, 36 
assuming the data being normally distributed. MAD is defined as 37 
 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(�𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗)�). (3)  
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The value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎  defines the scatter of the sample. The parameter 𝜎𝜎  is a scale factor that 1 
determines the gap between UBV and LBV. For this study, 𝜎𝜎 = 2 is chosen as suggested in Kieu, 2 
et al. (39).  3 
Overview of taxi data 4 
Taxi GPS log provides trajectories of individual vehicles. The behaviour of taxis is not identical 5 
to normal vehicles because they follow circuitous routes to search for passengers; wait in a queue 6 
at taxi ranks; and, stop more frequently to pick up passengers. These unique behaviours are 7 
typically observed only when they are empty; once carrying a passenger, the taxi can be assumed 8 
to behave as if they were an ordinary car.  9 
 The taxi data provides “timestamp”, “geolocation (longitude and latitude)”, “vehicle 10 
speed”, “driving direction (anticlockwise angle from the horizontal axis (i.e., latitude lines))” and 11 
the “states” of the taxi. The states include: 12 
• “Meter On” (state 1) indicating the taxi is carrying passengers, 13 
• “Logged On” (state 2) indicating the taxi is empty, and 14 
• “Ignition On” (state 3) and “Ignition Off” (state 4) indicating the taxi starts and stops the 15 
engine, respectively. 16 
 This study uses only the passenger-carrying taxis (state 1) as an estimator of the corridor 17 
traffic states. The corridor MFD, the relation between flow and density of all vehicles, is 18 
estimated by scaling up the flow and density of the taxi samples. The detailed process is 19 
provided later in this paper. 20 
STATE ESTIMATION BASED ON CUMULATIVE COUNTS – CUPRITE 21 
Architecture of CUPRITE 22 
CUPRITE integrates probe vehicle samples with cumulative plots U(t) and D(t) defined at the 23 
upstream and downstream of the section, respectively. By introducing probe samples that 24 
traverse the whole section, the cumulative plots are modified and the drifting of the plots due to 25 
counting errors and/or mid-link sinks (see below) and sources can be reduced or cancelled. This 26 
method draws reliable cumulative plots at upstream and downstream intersections; the vertical 27 
distance of the plots represents the number of vehicles in the section, thus the density of the 28 
section. 29 
 Here, probe vehicles are the vehicles equipped with vehicle tracking equipment. We 30 
assume that the timestamps of a probe vehicle at upstream (𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢) and downstream (𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑) locations 31 
are accurately obtained. The travel time of this vehicle is 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 − 𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢. We define the rank of the 32 
probe vehicle in the cumulative plots as 𝑀𝑀(𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑), given that the section is equipped with stop line 33 
detectors and the downstream counts are more reliable than upstream ones. Thus, we fix probe’s 34 
rank with 𝑀𝑀(𝑡𝑡) and define the points through which upstream plots 𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) should pass.  35 
 Figure 2 summarises the CUPRITE architecture for density estimation assuming a mid-36 
link sink case, where upstream detector is overcounting (for detail, refer to Bhaskar, et al.(31)).  37 
Step 1: Cumulative plots are defined with upstream and downstream detector counts and signal 38 
phase data.  39 
Step 2: Probe data (the list of ([𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢] and [𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑]) is fixed with downstream cumulative plots and the 40 
rank for each probe vehicle is defined [𝑀𝑀(𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑)].  41 
Step 3: Points through which 𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) should pass are defined from the list of [𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢] and [𝑀𝑀(𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑)]. 42 
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Step 4: 𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) is redefined to 𝑈𝑈∗(𝑡𝑡) by vertical scaling and shifting the plots so that it passes 1 
through the points defined in Step 3 (Refer to Bhaskar, et al. (31) for details about Step 1 to Step 2 
4). 3 
Step 5: Finally, average density (or number of vehicles in the section) is defined as the vertical 4 
distance between 𝑈𝑈∗(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑀𝑀(𝑡𝑡). 5 
The method presented here has been tested in a simulation environment (40; 41), which 6 
confirmed reasonable estimation accuracy. 7 
Variables from CUPRITE 8 
As described above, CUPRITE estimates the density based on the cumulative counts at upstream 9 
and downstream. For the period [t, t+T], the section density 𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) is defined as: 10 
 𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) = ∫ 𝑈𝑈∗(𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡+𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 − ∫ 𝑀𝑀(𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡+𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡
𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝑚𝑚
 (1)  
Where 𝑙𝑙 and 𝑚𝑚 are the length and the number of lanes of the section. 11 
 The vehicle counts 𝑁𝑁(𝑡𝑡) are measured and aggregated over an aggregation interval 𝑇𝑇, at 12 
the downstream stop line of sections. The section flow is defined as: 𝑞𝑞(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑁𝑁(𝑡𝑡)/𝑇𝑇. Then, the 13 
area average flow 𝑄𝑄 and density 𝐾𝐾 are calculated by averaging section variables across an area, 14 
according to the following definitions (42) for every aggregation interval (time 𝑡𝑡 is omitted from 15 
the equations). 16 
 𝑄𝑄 = ∑ 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∑ 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
, (2)  
 𝐾𝐾 = ∑ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∑ 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
, (3)  
Where 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 and 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 are the flow and the density of section 𝑚𝑚, respectively. 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 and 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 are the length 17 
and the number of lanes of section 𝑚𝑚.  18 
Corridor MFD from CUPRITE 19 
CUPRITE is implemented using the Bluetooth samples as a probe. Figure 3(a) illustrates the 20 
corridor MFD of Coronation Drive, the relation between the average flow 𝑄𝑄 and density 𝐾𝐾 of the 21 
corridor as defined in equations 5 and 6, for the 22nd October 2012. The morning plots show the 22 
critical regime; the flow reaches the maximum (around 90 (veh/5min/lane)) when the density is 23 
around 30 (veh/km/lane). On the other hand, the afternoon plots stay in free flow regime. It is 24 
remarkable that the morning plots form a clockwise hysteresis loop; the lower flow is observed 25 
during the offset of congestion, as reported in several literatures for freeway networks (11; 15) 26 
and shown to exist in urban networks (9; 12). As the 5 minute-average speed contour (Figure 27 
3(b)) shows, the congestion dissolves from the downstream, causing delay in Section 2 and 28 
contributing to spatial vehicle heterogeneity during the recovery period.  29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
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TRAJECTORY-BASED STATE ESTIMATION  1 
Data cleansing – map matching and trip extraction 2 
A taxi works as a sensor moving in a network, and reports their locations in the space (geo-3 
locations) and the timestamps every uplink intervals (i.e., 30 seconds), with which their 4 
trajectories are reconstructed. Unlike the measurements by local observations, such as loop 5 
detectors, this data provides the information about the spatial and temporal aspects of the traffic 6 
conditions experienced by the vehicles. 7 
The taxi GPS log provides whole trajectories of taxis within a day. Before estimating 8 
traffic states, the data required cleaning to extract trips along the study site (i.e., Coronation 9 
Drive) from the continuous trajectories. This study employs the following steps to determine the 10 
trips along the study site: 11 
Step 1: Data extraction along the study site 12 
Step 2: Extraction of passenger-carrying taxis based on “States” 13 
Step 3: Identification of trip ends 14 
Step 4: Identification of U-turns 15 
 16 
Step 1: The GPS plots along the study site are extracted based on their distances from the nearest 17 
section and their driving directions. A 10-metre buffer zone is defined along the corridor, and 18 
any plots outside the buffer are removed from the analysis. Vehicles are expected to be driving 19 
along the road and ideally, the driving direction from GPS should match with the direction of the 20 
road section defined from upstream node to the downstream node. Therefore, for the remaining 21 
plots, the relative angle (θ1), defined as the absolute difference of the driving direction and the 22 
section direction is estimated. If the relative angle exceeds 20 degree, the plots are removed. 23 
Figure 4 (a) illustrates data extraction in step 1. 24 
Step 2: This study uses passenger-carrying taxis as a proximity of ordinary cars. The taxi GPS 25 
log includes the “State” as explained in the overview of taxi data. In this step, the data only the 26 
logs with “Meter On” (State 1) are extracted and used for the further analysis. 27 
Step 3: The GPS log is recorded every uplink interval (i.e., 30 seconds). However, longer time 28 
gaps can occur due to communication errors, states being switched from “Meter On” to others 29 
(e.g., “Logged On”), and/or the taxi driving into side streets and coming back to the study site. 30 
When a gap is small, say a few minutes, and the vehicle changes locations during the gap, it 31 
would be safe to bridge the gap by connecting the points before and after the gap, assuming the 32 
gap is due to communication errors and the trip continues. However, when a gap is larger, say 33 
over 10 minutes, other events could occur during this time, such as the taxi dropping off and 34 
picking up passengers and the taxi driving outside the study site. In this study, 10 minutes (600 35 
seconds) is used as a threshold to determine the gap ending the trip, based on the actual 36 
frequency of gaps (Figure 4 (b)). Nearly 84% of gaps are within three minutes (180 seconds). 37 
The other 16% range from 10 minutes to a few hours or over, which clearly separate trips. In the 38 
other investigation (43), 15 minutes is recommended as a threshold, which aligns with ours.  39 
Step 4: Finally, the shape of the trajectory is checked to exclude U-turns because the study 40 
section is one-directional single corridor; taxis should always move from upstream to 41 
downstream without any loops. The shape is checked using consecutive two plots in a trip and 42 
their driving direction (Figure 4 (c)). If the angle of the current driving direction at time t, 43 
θ2, with respect to the next position at time t+1 exceeds a threshold value, the taxi is assumed to 44 
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take a U-turn, and the plot at time t is assumed to be the end of the trip. Considering the shape of 1 
the corridor, 90 degree is used as the threshold. 2 
Trip distribution in space 3 
The distribution of taxi trips may not be spatially homogeneous – more taxis can be observed 4 
closer to the CBD area. If the proportion of the taxis to the full traffic is same (or similar) 5 
throughout the corridor, the trajectories of taxis equally represent the traffic states at any sections 6 
of the corridor, thus the corridor can be treated as a whole; otherwise the traffic states must be 7 
estimated section by section considering the penetration rate of taxis in each section.  8 
 Figure 5 summarises the spatial distribution of taxi trips. The horizontal axis (x-axis) 9 
shows the starting location of a trip expressed as the distance from the entrance of the corridor. 10 
The vertical axis (y-axis) is the trip distance along the corridor. All the trips are mapped onto the 11 
diagram inside the triangular area bounded with the hypotenuse line defined as y=L-x, where L is 12 
the corridor length (left hand side of Figure 5). For instance, a taxi, which enters at the entrance 13 
(x=0) and travels 4,000 metres along the corridor (y=4,000), is plotted at (0, 4000). Regardless of 14 
the entering locations (x), all the trips travelling towards the end of the corridor will be plotted 15 
onto the hypotenuse line because their trip lengths are expressed as L-x. 16 
 The contour on the right hand side of Figure 5 shows the frequency of the trips. Most 17 
plots are mapped along the hypotenuse line, indicating most taxis travelling towards the end; 18 
entering into the CBD area. However, the trip distribution is not uniform over the space. The 19 
figure also indicates the locations of major side streets. One can recognise slightly denser plots 20 
when side streets connect with Coronation Drive. Note also that blanks are located where there is 21 
no side street (see the dotted rectangular in Figure 5). The highest proportion of trips is observed 22 
around x=3,500 (circled in red), where another major road, Inner City Bypass, merges with 23 
Coronation Drive. This observation confirms that the taxi trajectories do not equally represent 24 
over the corridor. Therefore, the traffic states have to be estimated section by section, as 25 
presented in Figure 1. 26 
Estimation of the corridor MFD based on Edie’s definition 27 
The generalised definitions of traffic flow variables, such as flow and density, were originally 28 
introduced by Edie (42) based on the two-dimensional diagram as presented in Figure 6 to 29 
describe traffic states of a single corridor. These consider the full behaviours of individual 30 
vehicles in time and space, and should provide accurate estimates if enough trajectory data is 31 
used to inform them. Recent advancement in new measurement techniques has enabled obtaining 32 
trajectories from more vehicles. Consequently, the traffic state estimation utilising such 33 
measurement has become of interest to researchers (27; 34; 35). An extended form of Edie’s 34 
definitions has been proposed by Saberi, et al. (27) to describe traffic states of a network, based 35 
on three-dimensional time-space diagram, not only of a corridor. However, our study focuses on 36 
a corridor (Figure 1), thus original definitions by Edie (42) is employed. 37 
The traffic states are estimated section by section using taxi trajectory data. The sections 38 
are defined as consecutive two yellow pins along Coronation Drive in Figure 1. Let us consider a 39 
rectangular region in time and space with dimensions of T and l, respectively as presented in 40 
Figure 6. According to Edie (42), the variables, flow and density, are defined based on Total 41 
Distance Travelled and Total Time Spent by taxi (TDTT and TTST, respectively) as defined below, 42 
for section i. 43 
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 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
𝑇𝑇 =�𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘
 (1)  
 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
𝑇𝑇 =�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘
 (2)  
Where 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘  and 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘  denote the distance travelled and time spent by vehicle 𝑘𝑘  in section 𝑚𝑚 , 1 
respectively during a time period T. The 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘 and 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘 are derived from two consecutive reports of 2 
the taxi GPS. When they happen on different sections, the time and distance between the 3 
consecutive reports are decomposed to each section in proportion to the section length between 4 
the two reports. Then, the flow and density of taxi samples are defined as: 5 
 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇/(𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑇𝑇) (3)  
 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇/(𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑇𝑇) (4)  
Where 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇  and 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇  denote the flow and density of taxi samples in section 𝑚𝑚 . 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖  and 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖  are the 6 
number of lanes and the length of section 𝑚𝑚. 𝑇𝑇 is the aggregation interval. Then, the flow (𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖) and 7 
density (𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖) of full traffic is estimated as: 8 
 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 = 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇/𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 (5)  
 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇/𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 (6)  
Where 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖  is the proportion of the number of taxi 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇  to full traffic counts 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  in section 𝑚𝑚 , 9 
calculated for every aggregation interval. Finally, the area average flow 𝑄𝑄 and density 𝐾𝐾  are 10 
calculated as defined by equations 5 and 6. 11 
RESULTS – COMPARISON OF CORRIDOR MFDS 12 
Figure 7 (a) shows the corridor MFD from taxi trajectory data. The graph on the right presents 13 
the closer look at the red square in the left graph. The morning plots show that the flow reaches 14 
the maximum (around 70 (veh/5min/lane)) when the density is around 25 (veh/km/lane), whereas 15 
the afternoon plots stay in free flow regime. The plots also exhibit hysteresis-like loops during 16 
the morning peak, as observed in the corridor MFD estimated using CUPRITE (Figure 3).  17 
 However, the flow and density estimated from the taxi data are smaller than the one from 18 
CUPRITE. Figure 7 (b) compares the corridor MFDs from two methods, the one from CUPRITE 19 
(Figure 3) and the other from taxi data (Figure 7 (a)), together with the parabolic approximations 20 
of the plots. As well, Figure 7 (c) compares the time-series of variables (density and flow) from 21 
the different methods. As the figures show, the variables estimated from taxi trajectories are 22 
smaller, only about two-thirds of the values estimated from CUPRITE.  23 
This is because the taxi samples do not always represent the traffic states of the whole 24 
corridor. Figure 8 (a) summarises the penetration of taxi samples for section 4, for example, 25 
during morning peak (from 6AM to 11AM). The penetration rate is very low, below 3% for most 26 
of the time. Moreover, there are instances when no taxi sample is available in one or more 27 
sections, during which traffic states cannot be estimated. 28 
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 Another issue in using taxi data is found by checking their average trip length (𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇/1 
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖
𝑇𝑇). Figure 8 (b) shows the average trip length of taxi samples in section 4 during the morning 2 
peak. The section is about 360 metres long, which is indicated with red line in the figure. 3 
However, the average trip length of taxies is shorter in many instances, which implies that the 4 
taxi samples represent only fractions of the study area. Due to this, the variables based on taxi 5 
trajectories are mostly underestimated. On the contrary, CUPRITE employs Bluetooth samples 6 
that traverse the whole sections, and thus it considers the section-wide traffic conditions.  7 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 8 
This study discovers interesting characteristics of the real taxi trajectory data available in 9 
Brisbane, Australia. Firstly, the taxi samples are not uniformly distributed across the corridor; 10 
rather they represent more in downstream sections. In such case, trajectory-based estimation may 11 
be biased unless the corridor (or network) is properly separated considering the proportion of 12 
taxis. Moreover, the trajectory-based method highly underestimates the variables compared with 13 
the CUPRITE-based method. This can be because the penetration rate of taxi sample is still very 14 
low (<3% during peak hours); only a fraction of their trajectories are available in most estimation 15 
intervals, which causes underestimation of total time spent (TTS) and total distance travelled 16 
(TDT) by taxi samples.  17 
 Nevertheless, the trajectory-based method successfully captures the features of traffic 18 
states, such as peaks and off-peaks of density and flow, and the hysteresis loops in the MFD. It 19 
should also be noted that the MFD from the trajectory-based method successfully represents the 20 
critical density and the congestion regime, which are vital for traffic control purposes. These 21 
findings confirm the usefulness of the taxi trajectories as an estimator of the network-wide traffic 22 
states; and the possibility of area traffic control relying on the trajectory-based data sources. As 23 
recognised by Nagle and Gayah (35), the more probe samples are available, the more confidence 24 
one can have in estimated traffic states. Furthermore, higher uplink frequency (e.g., a few 25 
seconds) may provide better estimation of variables. The future research needs include the 26 
validation of the findings in controlled environments. The observation and discussion based on 27 
the real data set also encourage further development of control strategies based on the trajectory 28 
data. 29 
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Figure 1 Study section and Bluetooth scanner locations 2 
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Figure 2 Architecture of CUPRITE for density estimation ((a) Illustration of 5 
CUPRITE, and (b) Flow chart of CUPRITE implementation) 6 
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     2 
Figure 3 Corridor traffic states ((a) MFD based on CUPRITE (Coronation 3 
Drive inbound, 22nd October 2012), (b) Speed contour from Bluetooth 4 
samples during morning peak) 5 
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 4 
Figure 4 Illustration of data cleansing process ((a) Data extraction (step 1), (b) 5 
Frequency of time gap (step 3) on 22nd October 2012, and (c) U-turn check) 6 
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Figure 5 Spatial distribution of taxi trips on 22nd October 2012 3 
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Figure 6 Illustration of time-space diagram and variables 3 
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Figure 7 Corridor MFD from taxi data and comparison of the two estimation 5 
methods ((a) Corridor MFD from taxi data, (b) Comparison the corridor 6 
MFDs, and (c) Comparison of time-series of variables, left: density, right: 7 
flow), all graphs from Coronation Drive inbound, on 22nd October 2012) 8 
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Figure 8 Characteristics of taxi samples ((a) Penetration rate of section 4, and 5 
(b) Average trip length in section 4, both graphs aggregated every 5 minutes, 6 
from Coronation Drive inbound, on 22nd October 2012) 7 
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